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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C
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NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.

Which option describes the behavior of this configuration?
A. Traffic from the n2 network object to the inside network
will be translated using the n1 network object.
B. Traffic from the n2 network object to the outside network
will be translated using the n2 network object.
C. Traffic from the n2 network object to the outside network
will be translated using the n1 network object.
D. Traffic from the n1 network object to the outside network
will be translated using the n2 network object.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation The command that need focus here is: Object network
n2
Nat (inside,outside) dynamic n1
The highlighted command is sub command of the object network n2
i.e. This command is only applicable for n2. When you configure
anything within an object network then it is significant only
for that object. Here it is saying that 172.16.2.0/24 when they
go outside, then they will be translated to ip address
specified in the object group n1.

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two private cloud solution support vSRX devices? (Choose
two.)
A. Amazon Web Services (AWS)
B. Contrail Cloud
C. Microsoft Azure
D. VMware NSX
E. VMware Web Services (AWS)
Answer: A,C
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